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Lennert Green : Green Magic DVD's

Click Here for a great VHS Deal! 

Lennart Green Green 
Magic 
Three Volume DVD ONLY

$33.50 each
Combo deal, all three for $98.50
Separate Volumes
DVD Vol 1............ Add to Cart
DVD Vol 2............ Add to Cart
DVD Vol 3............ Add to Cart
DVD Vol 4............ Add to Cart 
DVD Vol 5............ Add to Cart
DVD Vol 6............ Add to Cart

Combo Discounts
All 6 volumes Only $182.50
Add Combo 6-Set to Cart

OR

For only $98.50 you can:
Add DVD's 1-3 ONLY OR 
Add DVD's 4-6 ONLY 

"The most incredibly-original display of card magic ever seen."
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Lennart Green - Green Magic and Card Tricks

Brad Christian's Review...
Seeing Lennart Green's act inspired me more than any other thing I've seen in the last ten years. It 
makes you WANT to go back and re-create your stuff and it opens your mind to a whole new way of 
doing things. No one in the world should be without AT LEAST Vol #1 where you can see his full act 
---- damn! I can guarantee you've never seen anything like this. But beware, pick up the Lennart 
Green Snap Deal (Laser Deal where he deals cards into a beam of light and as they hit the table 
they vanish) Booklet at the same time becasue he doesn't teach it in the video, it's separate. And 
you are going to want to work on that one, it may be the single most amazing thing I've seen with 
cards ever. Highly recommended.

.............................................

What the publisher says...
There's no one else in the world quite like Sweden's Lennart Green. He's a true original both in life 
and in magic, and this originality really shines through in his incredible and hilarious performances. 
In constant demand all over the world, Lennart has even appeared on NBC's World's Greatest 
Magic. As anyone who has seen him knows, Lennart does things with a deck of cards that no one 
else has ever done before! 

Volume 1 

The FISM Act - See that act that has made Lennart famous worldwide! Included in the act are the 
vanishing glasses; the appearing glass of liquid; the Laser Deal; separation of colors; full deck 
separation from a shuffled deck, and the incredible blindfolded ace through king production. (This 
segment is performance only, however portions of routines and techniques are taught throughout 
the three volume set) 

Sleights: Green Shuffle; Circulation Shuffle; Overhand Circulation Shuffle; Rapid Cuts Shuffle; One-
Card Riffle Shuffle; Eternal Chain Shuffle; Pinch Cut; Elegant Cut; Flouris Z Cut; Pivot Five Cut; 
Pivot Four Cut; Float Pass; Center Windmill Move; Lateral Center Steal; Lateral Palm; Bottom 
Palm; Spread Bottom Palm #1; Spread Bottom Palm #2; Spread Top Palm; Misdirection Top Palm; 
Top/Bottom Palm; Card Changes using Lateral Palm; Top Shot 77:51; 
Center Shot; Thumb Shot Charge; 
Thumb Shot Second Deal; Multiplying Card Move; Angle Separation; Red/Black Separation; Four 
Suits Separation and more! There is not a greater assemblage of unique original card material 
anywhere 
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Volume 2 

THE POKER DEAL - From a shuffled deck, Lennart deals five killer poker hands: two full houses, 
four-of-a-kind, a straight flush and a royal flush! This effect is easy to learn.
THE TEMPLE OF SHIVA - A magical and mystical routine painted against the backdrop of a 
spectator's life, dreams and future. A true showpiece of magic. As the story unfolds, te shuffled 
deck magically separates in an amazing order, telling the spectator's fortune!
DECEPTIVE PERCEPTION, featuring The Mirror Count - No matter which card a spectator selects, 
it is always the odd card! Very magical and inherently humorous. The Mirror Count is an invaluable 
utility move.
THE ONE-TWO SEPARATION - From an audience-shuffled deck, Lennart magically separates the 
cards into reds and blacks, incredibly isolating a thought-of card several times along the way.
FALSE ANGLE RIFFLE SHUFFLE - One of the most deceptive false shuffles ever!

Volume 3 

FRACTAL HARMONY - A masterpiece of card magic! Using a backdrop of mathematical fractals, 
Lennart magically proves that chaos can become order. He shows and explains fractals along with 
their beauty and meaning.
2nd BIRTHDAY GIFT - Lennart recalls a humorous story involving his father wherein a shuffled 
deck magically becomes separated. For the finale, Lennart produces a full bottle of whisky, which is 
then opened and a thought-of card is produced from inside!
IMPROMPTU ROYAL FLUSH - This routine begins with the production of a shoe from a deck of 
cards, and then a thought-of card is removed from the shoe! Within this routine is a myriad of 
effects, including the full separation of a deck, winning poker hands, card productions and more!
ONE IN FIFTY-TWO BET - From a shuffled deck, a card is selected and lost. The deck is then 
repeatedly separated into two piles, with one pile being eliminated each time until only one card is 
left. It is the selection! This effect is a self-working masterpiece. 

Volume 4 : Shuffling Green 

Volume 4 showcases Lennart's work on false shuffles. Extremely deceptive and original, these 
shuffles are an important part of Lennart's card magic. If the audience believes the deck is shuffled, 
you can do miracles. This volume also marks the release of the Real Green Shuffle, Lennart's pet 
favorite false shuffle, one he has kept closely guarded until now! This volume will raise your card 
work to the highest level! Witness the most incredibly original display of card magic ever seen!And 
then learn how to do it! 

False Shuffle - Introduction 
Cavalcade of False Shuffles Demonstration 
Mirror Shuffles 
Happy Birthday Shuffle 
Big-Small Shuffle 
Mirror Cross Shuffle 
Never-Mind Shuffle (Cross Shuffle, Rotation Shuffle, Left Corner Shuffle, etc.) 
Riffle Shuffles/False Angle Shuffle 
The Real Green Shuffle 
Slug False Shuffle (Hidden Stock Shuffle) 
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Joker False Shuffle 
False Rosetta Shuffle 
Arranging Shuffles 

Volume 5 : Sleightly Green 

Volume 5 contains a potpourri of Lennart's innovative card work, including items with a gambling 
theme. You will also be treated to an entire chapter on original and deceptive false cuts, something 
for which Lennart is extremely well-revered. Follow a false shuffle with a strong false cut and your 
card magic will be all that much stronger. This volume is a must for any lover of card magic! 
Witness the most incredibly original display of card magic ever seen!And then learn how to do it! 

Gambling Routines 
Center Deal/Royal Flush 
Russian Cut 
3-Heap Gambler's Cut 
Index Swing Cut 
6-Heap Cut 
Flip-Over Cuts 
Crab Cut 
Bricklayers Cut 
Windmill/Arc Move 
All-Around Square Up 
Side Steal & Steal from Center 
Drop Pass 
4-Card Control with Circulation Move 
Samurai Move 
Max Milton Top Change 

Volume 6 : Quintessential Green

Volume 6 features many of the sleights and routines that have made Lennart world famous. Among 
the many highights are Lennart's seminar techniques for the Later at Palm/Steal, including the Snap 
and Laser Deals, the Drop Cutt and the Angle Separation. This volume compresses a lifetime of 
pasionate card magic onto a single DVD. It truly is the quintessential Lennart Green! Also included 
is a bonus item, Xirtam, which must be seen to be believed. 
Witness the most incredibly original display of card magic ever seen!And then learn how to do it! 

Lateral Palm 
Snap Deal 
Laser Deal Performance/Explanation 
The Flexible Deck 
Lateral Steal Color Separation 
Lateral Vanishing Deck/Color Separation 
Selection Transposition 
Xirtam (cards under coins) 
Drop Cull Separation 
5-Q 
RSF Royal Flush Routine 
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Angle Separation Variation 

What people Are Saying: 

"Every time I see Lennart perform, I am in awe. It just looks like real magic! " 
Paul Gertner 

"Lennart is brilliant, with an original slant on everything he does. Card students will learn many great 
new techniques, as well as a new way to think about card magic." 

John Carney 

"I consider Lennart Green to be the epitome of originality. His thinking and execution is of genius 
quality." 

Roger Klause 

"Lennart Green is one of the most original cardmen in the world today." 
Darwin Ortiz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VHS BLOWOUT
LIMITED TIME ONLY
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As seen on NBC's World's Greatest Magic, Lennart Green's FISM act won the world 
championship. Get ready to learn it!

Order now! This Fantastic 3 volume deal won't last long. Once it's gone, it's gone! 

Lennart Green Green 
Magic 
Three Volume VHS

$22.00 each (SPECIAL)
Combo deal, all three for $62.00
Separate Volumes
Vol 1............ Add to Cart
Vol 2............ Add to Cart
Vol 3............ Add to Cart 

Spend less, get more...
Combo Packaging Discount
All 3 volumes, normally $89.40
Only $62.00 (Save $15.80) . 
Add Combo 3-Set to Cart
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